Date: October 21, 2005

To: Colby Raley

From: Roslyn Edson, M.S., CIP
IRB Manager
University of Maryland, College Park

Re: “TTWCS HCI Evaluation with Augmented Cognition Sensors”
Project Approved by the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft
Division IRB

The University of Maryland, College Park (UMCP) Institutional Review Board (IRB) accepted the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division IRB approval of the project entitled “TTWCS HCI Evaluation with Augmented Cognition Sensors” which you used for your Master’s thesis project. The UMCP IRB accepted the Navy’s IRB approval with the understanding that the data that you analyzed did not contain any names or personal identifiers that are linked to subjects’ names and that you never had access to the key linking the codes to the subjects’ names or any other identifying information. Please contact the IRB Office at 301-405-0678 if you have any IRB-related questions or concerns.